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ABSTRACT Increase in chip inactivity in the future threatens the performance of many-core systems
and therefore, efficient techniques are required for continuous scaling of transistors. As of a result of this
challenge, future proposed many-core system designs must consider the possibility of a 50% functioning
chip per time as well maintaining performance. Fortunately, this 50% inactivity can be increased by
managing the temperature of active nodes and the placement of the dark nodes to leverage a balance working
chip whilst considering the lifetime of nodes. However, allocating dark nodes inefficiently can increase
the temperature of the chip and increase the waiting time of applications. Consequently, due to stochastic
application characteristics, a dynamic rescheduling technique is more desirable compared to fixed design
mapping. In this paper, we propose an Ageing Before Temperature Electromigration-Aware, Negative Bias
Temperature Instability (NBTI) & Time-dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB) Neighbour Allocation
(ABENA 2.0), a dynamic rescheduling management system which considers the ageing and temperature
before mapping applications. ABENA also considers the location of active and dark nodes and migrate
task based on the characteristics of the nodes. Our proposed algorithm employ Dynamic Voltage Frequency
Scaling (DVFS) to reduce the Voltage and Frequency (VF) of the nodes. Results show that, our proposed
methods improve the ageing of nodes compared to a conventional round-robin management system by 10%
in temperature, and 10% ageing.

INDEX TERMS Dark-Silicon, Power Management, Run-time Mapping, Many-Core Systems, Dynamic
Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS), Task Migration, Power States, Dark Core

I. INTRODUCTION

EEXCESSIVE thermal rise in many-core systems caused
by uncontrolled leakage power as transistor size de-

creases leads to the Dark-Silicon challenge, where a section
of many-core chips have to powered-off or under-clocked to
function within a power budget; whilst considering the tem-
perature threshold as well as meeting application demands
[1]–[4]. Thermal Design Power (TDP) and Thermal Safe
Power (TSP) [5] are examples of power budgeting techniques
used to prevent chip damage with the latter offering more
power for resource activity. Consequently, during run-time,
DVFS, Power Gating (PG), Task Migration (TM) and Near
Threshold Computing (NTC) are used to control the power.

However, inefficient exploitation of Dark-Silicon can lead
to a poverty-stricken performance system. This is because,
different resource activation patterns result in different ther-

mal profiles and thus, presents an opportunity for perfor-
mance optimization. An optimized activation of resources
can determine the maximum allowable power budget.

Contiguous resource activation offers better application
performance however, the heat produced from active working
components leads to thermal hotspots and limits the number
of activated resources. This leads to more power being con-
sumed. Additionally, this can also threaten the reliability and
lifetime of the chip.

On the other hand, non-contiguous resource activation can
degrade the performance of the system without respect for
applications which require inter communication. As a matter
of fact, the communication overhead caused by the distance
between nodes which require inter communication would
require processors running faster which eventually leads to
more power being consumed [6]. Therefore, to leverage the
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FIGURE 1: Multi-Level-Cache Architecture

disparity between performance and temperature, the non-
active nodes, which we refer to as "dark" or "dumso" in-
terchangeably are placed in-between active nodes. Over the
years, various techniques have been proposed which exploit
the use of dark nodes to improve the performance of active
cores. An active node can function at a higher frequency
when dark nodes are placed near it. However, over use of dark
nodes can lead to the starvation of newly arrive applications
as a result of insufficient nodes in a large management
systems [7].

Moreover, this not only causes a performance challenge,
but it also introduces expensive packaging and cooling costs
coupled with reliability and ageing of resources with the
latter being vastly ignored by many proposed techniques. As
a matter fact, ITRS predict that as technology scales further
down, future chips will age faster [8].

To overcome these challenges, several design aspects have
been proposed in literature [9]–[13], [13], [14]. One design
aspect which can be exploited in different ways is architec-
tural heterogeneity: whether this being the implementation of
different sizes of resources as depicted in [15] or incorporat-
ing CPU/GPU [16], [17]. Yang et al. [15] proposed the Quad-
core cluster. The Quad-core cluster consists of four different
types of cores (High Performance, General Purpose, Power
Saving, Low Energy). Based on the application demands, the
appropriate core is selected for computation. Additionally,
DVFS and TM are employed to scale down VF and migrate
tasks to cores at run-time [18]–[20]

Another technique widely used is the efficient use of man-
agement systems [21], [22]. Others on the other hand, reduce
power consumption in Network-on-Chip (NoC) Components
[23]–[27] for an optimized performance. Fig. 1 depicts a
Multi-Level Cache Node comprised of core, router and a
Multi-Level Cache Architecture (MCA). Although MCA is
mentioned in this work, we only address the power con-
sumption of the nodes. We do not extensively address power
related issues as this will be done in future work. In this work,
we seek to improve the temperature and lifetime of nodes by
using the lifetime of nodes as the main factor to allocate ap-

plications and tasks. The highlights of the proposed scheme
are as follows:

This paper addresses the challenges by proposing a Dark-
Silicon patterning approach that handles repeated workloads
where the temperature and lifetime of nodes are considered.
The applications and tasks are assumed as fixed. The main
contributions of this paper can be summarised as:

• We present two Dark-Silicon algorithms to improve the
lifetime reliability of many-core systems.

• The first algorithm improves the lifetime of nodes by
migrating tasks from hot nodes to dark nodes at run-
time.

• The second algorithm monitors and improve the lifetime
of nodes by migrate tasks after an epoch. Additionally,
the algorithm monitors the Lifetime of two neighbour-
ing nodes and then selects the node with the highest
MTTF to improve the Lifetime.

• Additionally, the proposed method reduces temperature
by ensuring an active node is surrounded by dark nodes
to allow it to function at higher frequency.

• The proposed approach is compared with the conven-
tional round-robin against the following parameters:
Temperature, Hotspot, Lifetime and Utilization.

• Results from the experiment conducted shows how op-
timised the proposed method is.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly dis-
cusses related work about heterogeneous nodes, dynamic
application mapping which considers computation and com-
munication intensive application. Section III presents an
observation into the round-robin mapping algorithm and in
Section IV, both proposed approaches are presented. Section
V presents the experimental results. Finally, Section VI con-
cludes the paper and discusses future work.

II. RELATED WORK
The allocation of resources in many-core systems have
been the focus of technology since the emergence of the
Dark-Silicon phenomenon. However, [16] states that, pre-
vious task-resource allocation only considers mapping ap-
plications contiguously without regard for generated heat
amongst resources. Active components generate heat and
over time spread among neighbouring resources causing
thermal hotspot. Consequently, over time, this affects the
lifetime reliability of the resources. This causes accelerated
EM, NBTI & TDDB and leads to function slower than the
other [28].

Work that considers heat dissipation does not emphasise
the lifetime reliability of systems and count node utilization
as a crucial metric when optimising performance.

Xiaohang Wang et al. [7] proposed a virtual mapping
algorithm to estimate the number of dark cores required
for an application to efficiently execute. The aim of the
virtual mapping algorithm is to prevent inefficient use of dark
cores to ensure there are enough free cores for incoming
applications. This algorithm considers communication and
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computation applications. However, node utilization is not
considered as a metric when choosing the first node.

Kanduri et al. [29] presented adBoost, a thermal aware per-
formance boosting system which boost the performance of
active cores by the efficient use of dark cores. The algorithm
employed in this system maps applications spatially to avoid
hot spot. First Node selection is selected based on a finding
a node that is far away using MapPro from an active node
with sufficient nodes around it for mapping of application
task. Unfortunately, node utilization is not used as a property
when selecting the first node.

The following work, however, addresses this challenge by
considering computation and communication demands when
activating resources.

Reza et al. [16] proposed a resource management system
for heterogeneous NoCs which examines the performance
requirement of an application (Communication or Compu-
tation Intensive) before distributing its tasks amongst the
appropriate resources. In this management system, the chip
is partitioned into clusters with a set of CPUs and GPUs. The
architecture present employs a CPU from each cluster and as-
signs them as Cluster managers to monitor and configure the
resources within that cluster. This information is then feed-
backed to a global manager which uses the BalancedMap
mapping application algorithm to activate the feasible re-
sources based on the application. The BalancedMap algo-
rithm maps communication intensive applications to CPUs
and computation intensive application to GPUs.

The global manager is assigned by calculating the CPU
with the shortest distance from all the assigned Cluster
Managers. The BalancedMap Mapping Algorithm works by
classifying the application into two groups (Communication
and Communication Intensive). During CPU and GPU node
selection, the node with the lowest peak energy is selected.
If more than one node appears to meet the demand, the node
with the lowest utilization is selected to improve the thermal
hotspot. Power consumption is minimized by configuring
the link, node voltage and the shutting down of idle routers
when links are not carrying any communication traffic. TM
is employed when a node being utilized exceeds it warning
threshold.

Rahmani et al. [30] considers reliability in Dark-Silicon
systems by employing reliability-aware power allocator to
monitor the ageing of nodes and to reduce the amount of
workload on stressed out regions that are experiencing fast
ageing. Consequently, the voltage/Frequency of the nodes are
scaled down to prevent the nodes from functioning at full
throttle.

Rathore et al. [31] on the other hand, proposed a HiMap,
a hierarchical mapping approach which reduces the lifetime
of nodes by mapping application to healthier nodes whilst
also placing dark nodes amongst the selected region. This
mapping approach considers Process Variation when assess-
ing the ageing and reliability of the node. The assessment is
done by checking nodes for process variation, temperature,
and ageing. Weaker nodes are then used as dark nodes.

Mohammed et al. [32] proposed a technique which uses
both TS and DVFS for an optimise system performance.
TM is used to move cores from active to dark cores. In
this architecture, the dark and active cores are all running
concurrently and therefore makes it easier for task to be swap
amongst them. Unfortunately, this increases the temperature
and thus, DVFS is applied.

Rathore et al. [33] proposed a technique to optimise the
lifetime reliability for many-core systems. Similar to our pro-
posed technique, they employ clusters. Although their pro-
posed system maps tasks to the node, hotspot can still occur
because of mapping tasks to high MTFF nodes in the same
area. Alternatively, Ansari et al. [34] proposed a Thermal-
Aware Standby-Sparing Technique (TASS) in a heteroge-
neous multi-core system. The multi-core system consists of
two pairs of cores: High Performance Core (HP) and Low
Performance Core (LP). The main tasks of applications are
scheduled on the HP whilst the backup tasks are scheduled
on the back up cores. Unfortunately, there is no mention of
high temperature between active components which are next
to each other. This can still hotspot. In our purposed method,
we compare between neighbours to reduce hotspot.

In our previous work [35], we presented architectural sav-
ing techniques to improve the power efficiency for many-core
systems. Based on the study conducted, it can be deduced
the fraction of powered-off nodes in Dark-Silicon chips can
be improved by power budgeting, architectural heterogene-
ity, NoC interconnect, Cache Memory, and run-time man-
agement. Particularly, resource allocation using application
mapping through run-time management methods.

Similar to the above-mentioned techniques, we approach
the Dark-Silicon challenge by permitting only 50% of the
nodes available to function at full through per time. How-
ever, unlike previous proposed approaches that statically
and randomly generate dark and active nodes, our proposed
algorithm gracefully selects dark and active nodes based on
their current lifetime and temperature.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
At any given time, A number of applications dynami-
cally arrive in the system. Each application spawns sev-
eral T threads. {A0, A1, A2, A3, .....AA−1}. The objec-
tive is to allocate each application to several N nodes
{N0, N1, N2, N3, .....NN−1} to meet the application dead-
line without aggravating the temperature of the chip. For-
tunately, the overall temperature depends on several factors:
The number of actively working nodes, the position and the
voltage frequency of nodes also have an impact. Therefore,
the heat generated can be model as:

H=
∑
Pi × τamb × τ i

Where Pi is the power dissipated by the node, τamb is the
temperature of neighbouring nodes and τ i is the ambient
temperature.
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Contiguous mapping techniques spawn application threads
next to each other without considering the temperature and
heat generated by neighbouring nodes. The heat dissipated
by active nodes haphazardly affects neighbouring nodes and
pushes nodes to reach their critical temperatures even when
they are operating under low V/F. Pattern 1 in Fig.2 is
an example of such an approach. Non-contiguous mapping
avoids this challenge by dispersing application and threads
across the chip. Unfortunately, dispersing tasks across the
chip increases the communication latency between threads
which require inter communication and thus, increases the
power consumption and temperature.

FIGURE 2: Dark-Silicon Patterns

A naive mapping of two applications can cause the tem-
perature of the chip to be aggravated. Fig. 2 depicts three
different patterns. Pattern 1 is likely to result in a high tem-
perature chip because all the nodes that have been selected
for mapping are in the same region. Additionally, incoming
applications will be continuously mapped to the same active
nodes. Pattern 2 and 3 on the other hand have dispersed
applications across the chip. This offers low temperature;
however, consideration of node performance must be con-
sidered when making such a decision to prevent bottlenecks.
This can either be, the temperature of the node, the lifetime of
the node, the location of the node or the effect that a mapping
of a thread to a node can have on an incoming application.

Therefore, different mapping approaches results in various
thermal profile of the chip. An optimal approach can allow
up to 10 applications to be mapped without aggravating the
temperature of the many-core system. Hence, our proposed
approach.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH
This section presents the proposed technique. The proposed
technique aims to optimise the performance of the many-core
systems under several thermal constraints. Due to modern
processors supporting several low-power states termed C-
states (C0, C1, C2....) [36], we employ DVFS to manage the
frequencies and to shut down parts of the nodes based on their
thermal profile.

Fig. 3 shows the overall architecture of the considered sys-
tem. The platform contains a set of homogeneous processing
tiles organised in a 2-D mesh-based topology and connected
by an NoC.

A. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The proposed many-core platform is partitioned into several
clusters of equal sizes in an NX ×NX grid of MCA tiles.

The clusters are formed by specifying the number of nodes
in the system, the type of mesh required, the application with
the highest number of tasks and the number of tasks. 3 shows
a 64-node system with 4 X 4 sized clusters. To determine
the number of nodes per cluster in a 64-node system, the
application with the highest number of tasks is considered. If
an application has 8 tasks, then four clusters will be created
with 16 nodes (8 active and 8 dark). This is because ABENA
employs the 50% dumso rule dark-silicon.

Each cluster has been allocated a module to monitor
the temperature and lifetime of nodes and to utilise DTM
techniques to the nodes accordingly. Each module then re-
turns the average temperature and lifetime of its cluster to
a centralised resource manager. Based on the information
collected, applications are assigned to the right cluster. Ad-
ditionally each node has per-core DVFS capability [37].

1) Proposed Algorithm
Majority of dynamic mapping applications do not consider
ageing even though some nodes age faster than others. To
improve performance, temperature and power budget are
usually used as measurements or parameters for enabling
and disabling nodes. Over time, permanent faults caused by
Electromigration (EM), Negative Dependent Temperature In-
stability (NBTI), and Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown
(TDDB) reduces the lifetime and increases the systems Mean
Time To Failure (MTTF).

Therefore, efficient techniques are required to improve
the lifetime of nodes as well maintaining the performance.
Hence why we proposed a new method which uses the MTTF
as main option for choosing dumso and active nodes. The
proposed approach is not limited to just one phenomenon,
it can be applied to other ageing mechanisms. However, for
the purpose of this study, we consider TDDB. The MTTF
of a node or system is an immediate value generated under
existing circumstances. This can change depending on the
circumstance, parameters, and application characteristics. In
contrast, Aging is accumulated over a period of time.

The proposed algorithm (ABENA) is detailed in Algo-
rithm 1. ABENA Monitors the following parameters at run-
time: the temperature of all the clusters Tc, the average
MTTF of all clusters MTTFc, the temperature of all active
nodes A = {a0, ....a0}, the temperature of all dark nodes
D = {d0, ....d0}, the MTTF of all nodes MTTFn, and the
frequencies of all nodes F . Given n × n number of nodes,
ABENA divides the many-core system into several CSET .
We employ this Dark-Silicon cluster mapping approach be-
cause it allows flexibility between restricting application
threads to a specific area whilst also allowing the tasks to
be dispersed in that region. For each C, we calculate and
compare the average MTTF by monitoring all MTTF
of the N in each cluster. ABENA selects the first C for
mapping by calculating the average MTTF of nodes from
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FIGURE 3: Proposed Architecture

Algorithm 1: ABENA Algorithm
Data: C1...CN

Result: Low to High Clusters
1 N : Nodes C:Clusters ;
2 CSET : ClusterSet ;
3 ReturnAverage : ReturnAverageoftheCluster ;
4 MTTF o :MeanTimeToFailure ;
5 TTRS : TemperatureThreshold ;
6 Temp : Temperature ;
7 NFrequency : Temperature ;
8 for C ∈ CSET do
9 ReturnAverage←−

NK ÷ (
∑
NMTTF

1 ×NMTTF
K );

10 end
11 FirstCluster ←−

CwiththeHightestMTTFAverage
12 * Initial Mapping * Select 50% of the nodes with the

lowest temperature nodes from each cluster
13 if NTempo > TTRS then
14 Nk ⇐= ApplyDV FS NFrequency - 10%
15 else
16 end

Algorithm 2: NANA Algorithm
Data: NC1...CN Node Cluster

1 foreach NC1 ∈ CN do
2 if N1 > N2 then
3 Nk ⇐= AssignThread if N1Tempo >

TTRS : then
4 Nk ⇐= ApplyDV FS NFrequency - 10%
5 else
6 else
7 end

each C. The highest MTTF cluster is selected as the prime
candidate for mapping. Additionally, if two clusters return
the same MTTF , the C with the lowest T is chosen (line 2-
5). In line 5 - 6, active nodes from each region are chosen
based on their T . Step 4 in Fig. 3 depicts this approach.
Unfortunately, this mapping approach is unpredictable. In
a large many-core system, hotspot can easily occur when
four neighbouring nodes with the lowest T is selected. To
reduce this ABENA implements a Neighbour-Temperature-
Aware Node-Allocation (NANA) (Algorithm 2) which forms
clusters between two neighbouring nodes.

This ensures that, A nodes are always surrounded by the
D to hotspot. The active node between the two neighbour-
ing nodes is selected based on the node with the Highest
MTTF. (Line 1). If the active node’s temperature is more
than the TTRS , the F is decreased. The proposed design is
implemented with different voltage levels. In the experiment
conducted, the frequency is reduced by 10%. The 10% is
not a special value that guarantees the temperature viola-
tions. From a design perspective, reducing the frequency
by 1% will not have any significant effect and thus we use
10%. Additionally, if the temperature of the nodes does not
change, the task is migrated unto the neighbouring dumso
node. Although, ABENA aims to keep 32 nodes active, if
all applications have been mapped, the idle active nodes
are shut down to allow the working nodes to function at a
higher frequency. ABENA assumes that a source node goes
to C1 State at the initial phase of migration maintaining the
contents of its L1/L2 cache.

V. PERIODIC WORKLOADS
Algorithm 3 depicts the algorithm ABENA-P, the periodic
version of ABENA for mapping applications. ABENA-P
checks for the MTTF of neighbouring nodes and assign tasks
to nodes with the highest MTFF (Line 3). After assigning
the tasks, ABENA-P then checks the temperature of the node
and reduce the frequency of the node until it meets the tem-
perature threshold. When ABENA-P is applied, intervention
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TABLE 1: The used symbols description

Symbol Description
N Nodes
ASET Set of all active nodes
A Active node
DSET Set of all dark nodes
D Dark node
CSET Set of all Clusters
C Cluster
F Frequency
T Temperature
Tc Set of transient temperature of all clusters
Tn Set of transient temperature of all nodes
TTRS Temperature Threshold
MTTFc Average MTTF of a cluster
MTTFn Average MTTF of nodes

FIGURE 4: 4 x 4 Architecture With the Proposed Ageing.

happens once every epoch, which is in months or hours
resulting in minimal or no performance penalty.

Algorithm 3: ABENA Periodic
Data: Epoch1........EpochN : Epoch
Data: N : Nodes
Data: NC1...NC1 : Neighbouring Clusters
Data: D: Dark node

1 foreach Epoch1 ∈ EpochN do
2 if N1MTTF

< N2MTTF
then

3 N1 ⇐= D if N1Tempo > TTRS : then
4 Nk ⇐= ApplyDV FS NFrequency − 10%
5 else
6 else
7 N2 ⇐= D if N1Tempo > TTRS : then
8 Nk ⇐= ApplyDV FS NFrequency − 10%
9 else

10 end
11 end

Consequently, to accommodate more applications,
ABENA utilises the Flow Node Algorithm. This enables
an application which is not heavily dependent on inter-
communication to be mapped to nodes in different clusters.

Similar to [31], at the end of every each epoch, applications
are mapped to healthy nodes.

VI. ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION
This section presents the experimental setup, results, and
discussions of the proposed work.

FIGURE 5: Normalised comparison of the average peak
temperatures of the chip by running the two algorithms on
a 4.0 GHZ frequency

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Experiments and evaluations are conducted using an ex-
tended version of Sniper [38] called LifeSim [39], which
integrates McPat [40] for power simulation, HotSpot [41]
to model the thermal profile and generate thermal values.
Additionally, LifeSim also integrates RAMP [42] to model
the lifetime of the nodes. There are other power models such
as Wattch [43] and PowerTrain [44] which can also be used
to estimate the cores’ power profiles. However, to the best
of our knowledge, McPat and HotSpot are the most widely
tools used in literature to measure and assess temperature and
power.

RAMP [42] is a dynamic reliability management tool
which calculates the expected lifetime of cores based on
the current temperature and its utilization. RAMP divides
the processor into a few structures – ALUs, FPUs, register
files, branch predictor, caches, load-store queue, instruction
window – and applies the analytic models to each structure
as an aggregate. Our proposed architecture uses the lifetime
of nodes generated by RAMP as the parameter for assigning
applications.

LifeSim simulator consists of a set of applications which
spawn several threads which run simultaneously and can
be picked from any of the available benchmarks. When the
simulation starts, application threads are spawned on nodes
specified by a mapping file. The experimental setup of the
proposed work is shown in 8. During the simulation, LifeSim
uses the previously mentioned integrated tools to generate
the following values for analysis: McPAT to generate power
values, HotSpot to generate thermal values using the MCPAT
generated power values and RAMP to estimate the lifetime
of the nodes.

LifeSim provides two modes of run-time. These are
preemptive and run-time non-preemptive scheduling. For
this this particularly case study, we use non-preemptive
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FIGURE 6: Temperature of ABENA FIGURE 7: Temperature of RR

FIGURE 8: The environmental setup of the proposed method

scheduling. Non-preemptive scheduling decisions are made
ahead of time and therefore does not delay mapping.
Non-preemptive also employs epoch schedule. Unlike run-
preemptive scheduling where intervention occurs every spec-
ified second, non-preemptive scheduling occurs after every
epoch which is usually in months and hours and thus time
overhead and performance is very minimal. Similar to [45]
we could not measure the switching overhead. Snipersim
does not simulate the operating system and the context
switch managed by it but only the user-space. In theory,
context switching usually takes 5-7n but in this case study,
intervention occurs after every epoch [33]. The profiling
results (power, temperature and MTTF) of are logged in
parallel to the simulation, each sampling interval. We invoke
our proposed method during this process to compare and
analyse the results being generated to assign applications,
reduce the frequency of nodes, and migrate tasks among
nodes. We compared the proposed method (ABENA-P) with
a Dark-Silicon round-robin mapping algorithm with realistic
computation applications (radix, oceans, ftt and barnes from
Splash-2 benchmark [46]) to verify and validate ABENA. By
default, ABENA uses the default length epoch (1 Month).

Table 2 depicts the parameters for the simulated configura-

tion. In our previous paper [47], we used a 45nm processor to
evaluate ABENA in a 4× 4 architecture. To prove that it can
be applied to large scale architectures, we evaluated ABENA
on many-core system that consists of 64 nodes, where 32 are
active and 32 are dumso. The nodes are connected using an
8× 8 mesh NoC with 22nm processor. Each node consists of
a private 32 KB L1 data cache, 32 KB L1 instruction and a
512KB L2 Cache.

To get accurate readings, we modified sniper to sup-
port Dark-Silicon and conducted the experiment 10 times.
We compared our proposed method with the conventional
Round-Robin (RR). This comparison was conducted into
two stages. At the first stage, we conducted a study on
both algorithms with 4.0 GHZ frequency to examine the
worst-case scenarios; Primarily, this was done to test if the
activation of nodes in a specific area affects the overall
temperature. The threshold temperature was set to 80◦C. The
second stage experiment was conducted at a frequency of 2.0
GHZ. In this phase of the experiment, the DVFS in ABENA
was turned-off. The parameters that the results are conducted
on are temperature, MTTF, Hotspot and Utilization. In this
research, the failure mechanism that is used is TDDB. Wu
et al. concluded in [48] that temperature and voltage affect
the lifetime of ultra-thin gate oxide due to TDDB. As a result
of this, the MTTF due to TDDB, MTFF MTTFTDDD, at a
temperature, T , and a voltage, V , can be model as:

MTTFEM∞
(

1

V

)
(a−bT )e

(X + Y/T + ZT )

kT

where the values a = 78, b = −0.081, X = 0.759ev, Y =
−66.8evK, andZ = −8.081− 4ev/K are fitting parameters
[48].
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TABLE 3: Workload Characteristics

Parameter Value
Temperature threshold 80◦

Parameters Temperature, Average MTTF, Utilisation

TABLE 2: Summary of Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value
Nodes 64
Core Frequency 2.0 - 4.0 GHZ
Core Size 5.71 x 5.71
L1 Data Cache 32KB, 4-way set-associative, 64B Block Size
L1 Instruction Cache 32KB, 4-way set-associative, 64B Block Size
L2 Cache 512KB, 4-way set-associative, 64B Block Size
L3 Cache 8129, 23 Block Size
Applications Radix, oceans, fft, barnes
Technology 22 nm
Network size 8 X 8 NoC
Temperature threshold 80 ◦

Failure Mechanism TDDB
Algorithm ◦

ABENA-P

B. COMPARATIVE RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Table 3 shows the workload characteristics. For a wide
range of results, we compared both approaches with two
frequencies (2.0 & 4.0 GHZ)

1) Evaluation of Temperature between ABENA and RR
using 4.0 GHZ Frequency
Fig. 11 shows a normalised temperature comparison between
ABENA and RR. The RR architecture achieves a 3% ad-
vantage over ABENA because 50% of its nodes are not
utilized. In contrast, the highest node from both algorithms
shows that RR has the highest temperature caused by having
active nodes functioning next to each other. The active nodes
in ABENA achieves a 30% advantage of RR. In addition,
ABENA reduces hotspot in its architectures. Fig. 7 is an
image of the average temperature of ABENA and RR. By
placing dark nodes next to each active node and using DVFS,
we minimise hotpot and keep the temperature of the nodes
below the temperature cap. This is reflected in the highest
temperature of ABENA being 79◦C compared to 82◦C with
RR. ABENA achieves a better temperature performance for
all the active nodes.

2) Evaluation of MTTF and Utilisation between ABENA and
RR using a 4.0 GHZ Frequency
Fig. 9 shows a normalised comparison of the MTFF from
simulated results between ABENA and RR. ABENA out-
performs RR by 20% when comparing the average of active
nodes. As previously mentioned, due to half of nodes in RR
being inactive, the average of RR is higher than ABENA.

However, ABENA outperforms RR when comparing the
node with the lowest and highest active MTTF. By using the
lifetime as a parameter, the lifetime of a node is evaluated
before a task is assigned to it.

Fig. 10 shows the utilization comparison between both
approaches. It can be concluded from Fig. 10 that the gap

FIGURE 9: Normalised comparison of the average MTFF
between ABENA and RR using Frequency 4.0 GHZ

between the highest node and lowest from ABENA is smaller
compared to RR. This proves how architectures which im-
plement RR suffers perform it is implemented. There is 30%
reduction in this gap when ABENA is applied.

FIGURE 10: Normalised comparison of the average Utiliza-
tion of the chip by running the two algorithms

Moreover, based on the results presented, it is obvious that
ABENA outperforms the conventional round-robin. ABENA
ensures that the nodes are functioning below the temperature
cap to prevent thermal issues whilst improving the lifetime
of nodes. However, we also notice that the introduction
of DVFS in ABENA provides an advantage for ABENA.
Therefore, we conducted another set of experiments where
the frequency was reduced to 2.0 without the use of DVFS.

3) Evaluation of Temperature between ABENA and RR
using 2.0 GHZ Frequency
Fig. ?? shows the average temperature of the two methods
when they are evaluated with a frequency of 2.0. One can see
that the average temperature of all the algorithms is below the
temperature threshold but once again RR achieves the lowest
average temperature. For the rest of the results, it can be
concluded that ABENA outperforms RR in every area. The
highest node and lowest node from the study revealed that
ABENA minimises the temperature by 10% and 15% respec-
tively. Consequently, ABENA outperforms RR by 20% when
comparing the average of active nodes. Additionally, the
highest node and lowest node from ABENA also outperforms
RR by 10% respectively. This proves that even without the
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FIGURE 11: Normalised comparison of the average peak
temperatures of the chip by running the two algorithms

TABLE 4: Comparison between ABENA and Round-Robin

Parameter Round-Robin ABENA
Hotspot High Low
Lifetime Medium Low
Temperature Medium Low

DVFS, ABENA achieves a better temperature performance
because of the pattern at which active and dark nodes are
selected. Fig. ?? shows the temperature of ABENA. Similar
to Fig. 11, the temperature is evenly spread across the chip.
There is evenly spread of temperature across the chip.

4) Evaluation of MTTF and Utilisation between ABENA and
RR using a 2.0 GHZ Frequency
Fig. 14 compares the MTTF of the two methods. Similar to
the results from the frequency 4.0 GHZ, the highest node
from both algorithms is RR. However, ABENA outperforms
RR when it comes to the highest and lowest MTTF node by
10%. This further highlights the disparity between the high-
est node and the lowest. Additionally, ABENA outperforms
RR by 10% in average of active nodes, 15% and 10% in
highest and lowest active node respectively.

Fig. 15 shows the idle percentage of nodes used in both
algorithms. From the image, it is obvious that the idle per-
centage of nodes in the round-robin algorithm is high and
presents a major issue for the lifetime of nodes. As a matter
of the fact, there is 40% gap between the highest and lowest
node from RR. In contrast, the highest node and lowest
node from ABENA is a 20% gap. Additionally, ABENA
outperforms RR in every area when comparing active node
utilization.

VII. SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION
Moreover, it can be concluded that ABENA outperforms RR
in hotspot minimisation, temperature, MTTF and utilization.
Fig. 4 summaries the results. By activating a dark node next
to dark node, ABENA improves the temperature performance
of many-core systems by 10%; Primarily, the active nodes.
In addition, ABENA also improves the lifetime of nodes
by more 5% by efficiently utilization nodes. Throughout
the study, ABENA bridged the disparity between the lowest
and highest utilized. ABENA achieved this by using the
lifetime of nodes as an additional and main parameter before
assigning tasks.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented ABENA, a run-time lifetime
algorithm to optimise the lifetime of nodes whilst improv-
ing the temperature and reducing hotspot. The temperature,
MTTF and utilization under two different frequencies were
evaluated and compared to the traditional round-robin algo-
rithm. The results obtained show that, ABENA outperforms
the conventional algorithm with or without DVFS. Although
results show that the average temperature of both approaches
for MTTF are similar, the average of active nodes shows
that ABENA improves the average lifetime of all active
nodes by 20%. This is evident by comparing the highest
MTFF Node of both approaches. With more stress being
placed on more nodes, the lifetime of the chip will diminish
faster. ABENA delivers a balanced chip. Furthermore, this
effectively improves the hotspot performance of the chip.
This is because, by ensuring that there is always at least one
dark node next to an active node, the temperature reduces.
In contrast, the conventional round-robin algorithm creates
hotspot which exceeds the temperature cap even though half
the nodes of the chip are dark. Additionally, this shows
that with a larger scale network and an increased frequency,
the round-robin algorithm will cause thermal issues. In our
future work, we will focus on task migration in every epoch
to efficiently migrate tasks among active and dark nodes
in a single workload. We will also evaluate the impact of
consistent task migration.
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